BLUEBET RACING RULES
06 Sep 2021

1. General
1.1.

These are the BlueBet Racing Rules ('Racing Rules'). BlueBet is licensed in the Northern
Territory (NT), Australia by the Northern Territory Racing Commission (NTRC) to accept
bets and wagers (together 'bets') by internet, telephone, 24 hours per day.

1.2.

These Racing Rules shall be read in conjunction with the BlueBet General Terms and
Conditions and BlueBet’s Sport Rules (copies of which are located at
www.bluebet.com.au or via our mobile phone or tablet applications (together 'the
website'), which apply to all BlueBet Customers. You and your means a Customer
using, browsing or otherwise accessing any content or data on the website to place
bets. You acknowledge and agree that, by applying for or using an Account (as defined
in the BlueBet General Terms and Conditions and/or placing bets, you agree to be
bound by these Racing Rules.

1.3.

All definitions referred to in the General Terms and Conditions (including terms
referred to in capital letters) have the same meaning in these Racing Rules unless
otherwise stated. In the event of any inconsistency between the General Terms and
Conditions and these Racing Rules, the Racing Rules will prevail to the extent of such
inconsistency.

1.4.

We reserve the right to change, amend or add to these Racing Rules at our discretion,
and will publish such changes on our Website. You agree that any changes,
amendments or additions published on our Website will be taken to be effective
immediately. It is your responsibility to ensure that you are aware of the current
Racing Rules.

1.5.

These Racing Rules apply to Australian and international thoroughbred, harness and
greyhound racing events unless otherwise specified.

1.6.

Bets will be settled as per the official decision of stewards on race day. Where a horse
is subsequently disqualified or placings amended at a later date, for any reason, the
official result as declared by stewards on the day of the race will stand.

2. Abandoned / Postponed / Transferred Meetings
2.1.

Where a race meeting is transferred from one racecourse to another, all betting Terms
will apply as if the meeting was not transferred.

2.2.

If a race meeting is postponed, all wagers on the postponed meeting (except wagers in
the All In market) are cancelled.

2.3.

Where a race meeting is transferred from one racecourse to another, the limit shall be
for the course on which the meeting should have been held.

3. Resulting and payment of dividends

3.1.

Where there are 8 or more runners in a race, a place shall be paid on first, second and
third places. If you wagered on a fixed place only bet when the field had 8 or more
runners and the field later reduced to 7 or less runners, first, second and third places
will be paid, but deductions may apply.

3.2.

Where there are 7, 6 or 5 runners in a race, a place shall be paid on first and second
places only.

3.3.

Where there are less than 5 runners in a race, all betting shall be Win only.

3.4.

If the runner is scratched, the stake will be refunded.

3.5.

Dividends Win, Place and Each Way bets are paid on all Australian racing (gallops,
harness and dogs) shortly after interim dividends are available.

3.6.

Past the post payout does not apply to multi-bets or exotics which are only finalized
when the TABs have published final results and dividends.

3.7.

All Racing exotics (Doubles, Trebles, Quinella, Exacta, Trifecta, First Four and
Quadrella) are paid at the dividend declared by the Victorian TAB (STAB).

3.8.

Protest Payout Terms and Conditions (available on the BlueBet Promotions page)
apply. If a protest against a place-getter is upheld, we will recover dividends paid
under past the post payout rules if placegetter is relegated from the placings.

3.9.

Should the relevant TAB malfunction, or no dividend or pool information be available
for any reason, we may, at our own discretion, declare the VIC TAB dividend as a
blanket dividend for all other TABs or declare our final fixed odds exotic dividend as
the dividend for that specific TAB. Should the bet be a multi race exotic (Daily
Double/Running Double/Treble/Early Quaddie/Quaddie/Big 6) we may derive a
dividend using the final fixed prices of the winning selections. Where a dividend is
declared by another TAB, BlueBet may at its discretion pay that alternative dividend.

3.10.

At the discretion of BlueBet management, TAB pools of under $500 may be
disregarded in the calculation of Best Tote and Middle Tote dividends.

4. Dead Heat Rule
4.1.

A Dead Heat occurs when two or more selections are placed in the same position after
the final results have been given from a specific event.

4.2.

In the event that a dead heat occurs, reduced returns shall be awarded on all runners
involved in the Dead Heat.

4.3.

If we have not offered the “Draw” or “Dead Heat” selection for a specific event where
there has been a Dead Heat, the ticket will be paid out at face value divided by the
number of Dead Heating winners of the event.

4.4.

The reduction on returns shall be dependent on the number of runners involved in the
dead heat.

4.5.

For Fixed Odds bets, the reduced return shall be calculated as the face value of the bet
divided by the total number of runners involved in the dead heat.

4.6.

If BlueBet have offered the “Draw” or “Dead Heat” (may have a different name)
selection and there has been a draw/dead heat in the event, then all Win/Place
wagers are losers and the “Draw” selection is the winning wager.

5. Scratchings and Deductions
5.1.

In the event of a scratching, all Fixed Odds bets placed on the Final Field will be subject
to deductions. The deduction rate will be applied based on the fixed odds of the
scratched selection at the time the selection has been removed from the market. The
deduction will be based on face value of the entire ticket. For example:

5.2.

If you have $5.00 to win on a $6 winner – and total win Deductions are 16c in the
dollar:
•
•
•
•
•

This means you will receive 84c in every dollar of the Face Value of the ticket.
Face Value: $5 x 6.0 = $30.
Reduced Face Value: $30 x .84c = $25.20
Less your $5 outlay leaves a win profit of $20.20.
In the event multiple runners are scratched from an individual race a combined
deduction of multiple runners maybe applied depending on the time of the bet and the
time of the individual Deductions.

5.3.

In the event of a field reducing in size from 8 runners to 7 or less runners, for wagers
placed via the Internet, BlueBet will pay three dividends on all fixed odds place bets
struck prior to the field being reduced. These wagers will be subject to relevant
deductions.

5.4.

In the event of a field reducing in size from 5, 6 or 7 runners to less than 5 runners, for
wagers placed via the Internet, BlueBet will pay two dividends on all fixed odds place
bets struck prior to the field being reduced. These wagers will be subject to relevant
deductions.

5.5.

If a client places a Fixed Odds Place wager over the Internet and there is only 5, 6 or 7
runners then BlueBet only pays 1st and 2nd regardless of whether the TAB pays 1st,
2nd and 3rd dividends courtesy of late scratchings.

Scale of Deductions
Price Range
1.01 - 1.16
1.17 - 1.18
1.19 - 1.20
1.21 - 1.22
1.23 - 1.24
1.25 - 1.26
1.27 - 1.28
1.29 - 1.30

Win Deductions % Place Deductions % (three Place Deductions % (2
place dividends)
place dividends)
80
30
44
79
30
44
78
30
44
77
30
44
75
29
43
74
29
43
73
29
43
72
29
42

Price Range
1.31 - 1.35
1.36 - 1.40
1.41 - 1.45
1.46 - 1.50
1.51 - 1.55
1.56 - 1.60
1.61 - 1.65
1.66 - 1.70
1.71 - 1.75
1.76 - 1.80
1.81 - 1.85
1.86 - 1.90
1.91 - 1.95
1.96 - 2.00
2.01 - 2.05
2.06 - 2.10
2.11 - 2.15
2.16 - 2.25
2.26 - 2.30
2.31 - 2.35
2.36 - 2.40
2.41 - 2.45
2.46 - 2.50
2.51 - 2.60
2.61 - 2.70
2.71 - 2.80
2.81 - 2.90
2.91 - 3.00
3.01 - 3.10
3.11 - 3.20
3.21 - 3.30
3.31 - 3.40
3.41 - 3.50
3.51 - 3.60
3.61 - 3.70
3.71 - 3.80
3.81 - 3.90
3.91 - 4.00
4.01 - 4.20
4.21 - 4.40
4.41 - 4.60
4.61 - 4.80
4.81 - 5.00

Win Deductions % Place Deductions % (three Place Deductions % (2
place dividends)
place dividends)
69
29
42
67
28
41
64
28
41
62
28
40
60
27
39
58
27
39
57
27
38
55
27
38
53
26
37
52
26
37
51
26
36
49
25
36
48
25
35
47
25
35
46
25
35
45
24
34
43
24
34
42
24
33
41
24
33
40
23
32
39
23
32
38
23
32
37
23
31
36
22
30
35
22
30
33
21
29
32
21
29
31
21
28
30
20
27
29
20
27
28
20
26
27
19
26
27
19
25
26
19
25
25
19
25
25
18
24
24
18
24
23
18
23
22
17
23
21
17
22
20
16
21
19
16
21
19
16
20

Price Range
5.01 - 5.50
5.51 - 6.00
6.01 - 6.50
6.51 - 7.00
7.01 - 7.50
7.51 - 8.00
8.01 - 8.50
8.51 - 9.00
9.01 - 9.50
9.51 - 10.00
10.01 - 11.00
11.01 - 12.00
12.01 - 13.00
13.01 - 14.00
14.01 - 16.00
16.01 - 19.00
19.01 - 20.00
20.01 - 21.00
21.01 - 26.00
26.01 - 31.00
31.01 - 41.00
41.01 - 51.00

Win Deductions % Place Deductions % (three Place Deductions % (2
place dividends)
place dividends)
17
15
19
16
14
18
14
13
16
13
12
16
12
12
15
12
11
14
11
11
13
10
10
13
10
10
12
9
10
12
8
9
11
8
8
10
7
8
9
7
7
9
6
7
8
5
6
7
5
5
6
4
5
6
3
4
5
3
3
4
2
3
3
2
2
2

6. Official Results
6.1.

All bets will be settled on the official result declared by the racecourse (Official Result).

6.2.

Where a result is amended after the Official Result (for example following a successful
appeal) the amendment will be ignored for the purposes of settlement (settlement is
the final payout once an event is finalised). If a winner is disqualified after the Official
Result, the disqualification will not affect settlement.

6.3.

However, if a horse is disqualified for any reason before the official result is
announced, all bets on that horse will be deemed losing bets.

6.4.

We reserve the right to limit any individuals/groups, so that the payout on any bet
type does not exceed the largest relevant pool size on any bet type in any location.

6.5.

All bets are subject to our Maximum Payouts as outline in BlueBet’s General Terms
and Conditions.

7. BlueBet Bet Types
7.1.

Below is a description of BlueBet Racing Products on offer. Depending on the status of
the race meeting, differing products will be available daily as stated on the BlueBet
website. The below summaries should be read in conjunction with BlueBet’s Product

Terms and Conditions. For the purposes of this section 7, in the event of any
inconsistency between the Product Terms and Conditions and these Racing Rules, the
Product Terms and Conditions will prevail to the extent of such inconsistency.

SP

SP for Australian events is the final official dividend offered at time of jump
(e.g. Victorian Official Price or VOP). SP for international races is the final
dividend offered on the BlueBet website at time of jump.

Best Tote Plus
SP

This product is the best of either the “Best of the three Australian TAB Prices”
or the SP. BTSP only applies to the Win Portion of a bet. For any Place Only or
Each Way bet, all bets are paid at Middle TAB, or the middle dividend as
declared by the three Australia TAB’s.

Fixed Odds

Fixed win & place odds are the odds received at time of placement. Fixed odds
are available on the BlueBet website and may be subject to deductions where
there is a late scratching. Once confirmed, fixed odds are not subject to
fluctuation.

Best of three
Totes

This product is the best of the three Australian TAB prices and is only available
on Win bets. For any Place Only or each way bets, all bets are paid at Middle
TAB, or the middle dividend as declared by the three Australia TAB’s.

Middle Tote

This product is the middle dividend of the three Australian TAB prices.

Win & Place
Tote + 5%

BlueBet will pay a dividend 5% higher than the Victorian TAB (STAB) (On profit
portion of dividend, not stake).

Top
Fluctuation

This product is the best price declared by the official On-Course Bookmakers
Fluctuations (or equivalent, e.g. VOP, NOP, QOP etc.). Each Way Betting is only
available on certain races; determined at BlueBet management discretion,
based upon individual market percentages. Unless otherwise permitted by
BlueBet, Top Fluctuation wagers:
a) are only available up until thirty minutes prior to scheduled start time;
c) are to win a maximum of $10,000 (where a Client places a wager that would
result in the Client winning more than the limits stated above on a Top
Fluctuation bet, the balance of the stake that would result in a win in excess of
the limits will be placed at the official SP, with a maximum dividend of $101.)

Best of the
Best (BOB)

This product is the best of either, “Best of three Australian TAB prices” or the
“Official On-Course Top Fluctuation”. Each Way is only available on certain
races at the discretion of BlueBet management. Bets must be placed three
minutes prior to the advertised starting time on selected meetings as displayed
on the BlueBet website.

Multi Bets
(All-Ups)

A Multi Bet is the combination of numerous single bets which multiply the
individual odds creating the total dividend. BlueBet accepts Multi Bets from 212 legs including a combination of Racing and Sports. BlueBet maximum
dividend for this product is $1,001. Multi Bets cannot be placed on “dependant
events”. In the event of a Multi Bet selection(s) being scratched or an event
abandoned, Multi Bet will be recalculated to a single bet or a Multi not
including the scratched/abandoned leg. In the event of a dead heat in one or
more Multi Bet legs, standard dead heat rules apply. In the event of a selection
being scratched in the same race as a Multi Bet selection, BlueBet reserves the
right to apply deductions. In the event of a protest being upheld, Multi Bet will
be based on the final official placings - ie. BlueBet’s Protest Payout promotion
will not apply to Multi Bet.

SRM Bets are Multi Bets where the selections relate to a runner winning,
finishing top 2, 3 or 4 in the same event. BlueBet’s Multi Bet Rules apply in
respect of SRM Bets.

Same Race
Multis

In the event that a SRM bet is placed where all selections are completely
related contingencies, the bet will be paid out at the highest odds of any single
selection.
SRM odds are calculated based on the inter-relation of the selections in the bet
and not a simple multiplication of odds for each selection
In the event one or more selections are scratched in a single SRM bet, that SRM
bet will be voided and stake refunded to the Customer. If that bet has been
placed into a Multi containing other Single/s or SRM’s, the SRM leg in the multi
will be voided but the remainder of the multi will stand and odds will be revised
to take into account the voided leg.

4 Fold

A bet on four selections, all of which must win for the bet to be successful.

Trixie

A wager on three selections that consists of four separate bets: Three doubles
and a treble

Yankee

A wager on four selections that consists of 11 separate bets: Six doubles, four
trebles and a 4-fold.

Super Yankee

A wager on five selections that consists of 26 separate bets: 10 doubles, 10
trebles, five 4-folds and a 5-fold

Patent

A wager on three selections that consists of seven separate bets: Three singles,
three doubles and a treble.

Lucky 15

A wager on four selections that consists of 15 separate bets: Four singles, six
doubles, four trebles and a 4-fold.

Lucky 31

A wager on five selections that consists of 31 separate bets: Five singles, 10
doubles, 10 trebles, five 4-folds and a 5-fold.

Quinellas

All quinella bets shall require the selections to finish in 1st and 2nd place, in any
order, to be successful. All boxed quinella bets shall require any of the
selections to finish in 1st and 2nd place, in any order, to be successful. All banker
quinella bets shall require any of the nominated selections to finish in the
correct place (i.e. 1st or 2nd) with any of the remaining selections finishing in the
remaining placing as selected. If a selected runner is declared a ‘non-runner’ or
scratched after the wager is confirmed, wagers will be refunded on every
combination which includes the scratched runner and the combination stands
and the wager re-calculated without the scratched runner.

Exactas

Trifectas

All exacta bets shall require the selections to finish in 1st and 2nd place, in
correct order, to be successful. All boxed exacta bets shall require any of the
selections to finish in 1st and 2nd place, in any order, to be successful. All banker
exacta bets shall require any of the nominated selections to finish in the
nominated position (i.e. 1st or 2nd) with any of the remaining selections finishing
in the remaining position as selected. If a selected runner is declared a ‘nonrunner’ or scratched after the wager is confirmed, wagers will be refunded on
every combination which includes the scratched runner and the combination
stands and the wager re-calculated without the scratched runner.

All trifecta bets shall require the selections to finish in 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, in
correct order, to be successful. All boxed trifecta bets shall require any of the
selections to finish in 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, in correct order, to be successful. All
banker trifecta bets shall require any of the nominated selections to finish in
the correct position (i.e. 1st, 2nd or 3rd) with any of the remaining selections
finishing in the remaining positions as selected. If a selected runner is declared
a ‘non-runner’ or scratched after the wager is confirmed, wagers will be

refunded on every combination which includes the scratched runner and the
combination stands and the wager re-calculated without the scratched runner.

First Fours

Flexi Betting

Doubles,
Trebles,
Quadrellas,
Big 6

Inside v
Outside

All first four bets shall require the selections to finish in 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th
place, in correct order, to be successful. All boxed first four bets shall require
any of the selections to finish in 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th place, in correct order, to be
successful. All banker first four bets shall require any of the nominated
selections to finish in the correct position (i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th) with any of the
remaining selections finishing in the remaining positions as selected. If a
selected runner is declared a ‘non-runner’ or scratched after the wager is
confirmed, wagers will be refunded on every combination which includes the
scratched runner and the combination stands and the wager re-calculated
without the scratched runner.

Flexi Betting allows you to take a Quinella, Exacta, Trifecta, First Four or
Quadrella at an outlay to suit your own budget. This way you can have multiple
selections for a smaller outlay. Simply make your selections and nominate the
total amount you wish to spend on your bet. Your bet will cost whatever you
choose – and if you win you will receive a percentage of the full $1 VIC TAB
dividend.
For example, let’s say you wish to box five runners in a Trifecta. This bet would
normally cost $60 for a $1 unit. If you decide you want to spend $15, that’s all it
will cost. $15 represents 25% of a full $1 unit (total cost of $60), meaning if
successful, you will receive 25% of the full $1 VICTAB Trifecta dividend. Thus, if
the winning Trifecta dividend is $200 for $1, you will collect $50. The minimum
wager for Flexi Betting is $1.

All Quadrella, Treble, Daily Double, Running Double and Big6 bets shall require
the selections to finish 1st in respective races to be successful. If a selected
runner is declared a non-runner or is scratched after the bet is confirmed, the
removed runner will be replaced by the TAB substitute. Should a leg of a
Quadrella, Treble, Daily Double, Running Double or Big6 be abandoned for any
reason, all selections will be treated as winners for that leg.

Select whether the winner of the race will jump/start from the inside four
boxes (boxes 1 to 4) or from the outside four boxes (boxes 5 to 8). This market
is only available when fixed odds betting is available on an event. Please note, if
a horse or greyhound is scratched that is $6.00 or shorter at the time of the
scratching, all bets on the Odds Vs Evens market may be voided and refunded.
Dead heat rules apply. Dead heat rules apply.

Odds v Evens

Select whether the winner of the race will have an ODD or EVEN saddlecloth or
greyhound jacket number. This market is only available when fixed odds betting
is available on an event. Please note, if a horse or greyhound is scratched that is
$6.00 or shorter at the time of the scratching, all bets on the Odds Vs Evens
market may be voided and refunded. Dead heat rules apply.

Jockey
Challenge

Jockey Challenge bets are available on selected meetings on a ‘Win Only’ basis.
The winning jockey is the rider who accrues the most points based on the 3-2-1
system where the Jockeys receives 3 points for a winning ride, 2 points for
finishing second and 1 point for finishing third. In the event of a tie, Dead Heat
rules apply and the ticket will be paid out at face value divided by the number
of dead-heating winners of the event. This is regardless of the number of
outright winners ridden by the listed jockeys. The “Any Other Individual Jockey”
option shall be defined as the points earned by any one individual jockey riding
at that meeting outside of the jockeys already nominated in the list of betting
options for that meeting. If any Individual Jockey listed in the market does not
take part in at least one (1) ride for the meeting, all wagers on the Jockeys
challenge for that meeting will be cancelled and monies refunded. If the
meeting is postponed or abandoned at any stage, all wagers on the Jockey
Challenge for that meeting will be cancelled and monies refunded except
where in the event of Jockey Challenge betting a jockey has an unassailable
lead in which case all bets stand.

BlueBet offers a Box challenge, which Customers should note is a distinct
product from a Rug Challenge.
Box Challenge bets are available on selected meetings. The box is defined as
the dog Box Number from which it jumps in the race (not the rug it carries).
Betting is Win only and all bets are accepted on an all-in basis (i.e. no refunds
for non-starters.)

Box Challenge

The winning box for the meeting is decided under a 3, 2, 1 points scoring
system. All bets placed must be placed prior to the commencement of race 1 of
the race meeting for wagers to stand.
In each race of the meeting, the winning Box Number receives 3 points, the
second placed Box Number receives 2 points and the third placed Box Number
receives 1 point. The Box Number that accumulates the most points throughout
the meeting is deemed the winner. In the event of a dead heat, where two or
more Box Numbers are equal on points at the completion of all races at the
meeting, the Dead Heat Rule applies.
If a meeting is abandoned or postponed to another date, single bets are void

and wagers will be refunded. Affected Multi Bets will be recalculated excluding
the Box Challenge event.
Wagers will not be voided and refunded where a Box Number has an
unassailable lead in which case all bets stand.
In the event of two or more dogs dead heating for the win and/or place; points
are shared equally by the number of competitors that Dead Heat.

